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Offering a uniquely modern, balanced approach, Tussy/Koenig's INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA, Fifth Edition, integrates the best of
traditional drill and practice with the best elements of the reform movement. To many developmental math students, algebra is like
a foreign language. They have difficulty translating the words, their meanings, and how they apply to problem solving.
Emphasizing the “language of algebra,” the text's fully integrated learning process is designed to expand students' reasoning
abilities and teach them how to read, write, and think mathematically. It blends instructional approaches that include vocabulary,
practice, and well-defined pedagogy with an emphasis on reasoning, modeling, communication, and technology skills. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
UNDERSTANDABLE STATISTICS: CONCEPTS AND METHODS, Eleventh Edition, is a thorough yet accessible program
designed to help you overcome any apprehensions you may have about statistics. The authors provide clear guidance and
informal advice while showing you the links between statistics and the world. To reinforce this approach--and make the material
interesting as well as easier to understand--the book integrates real-life data from a variety of sources, including journals,
periodicals, newspapers, and the Internet. You'll also have opportunities to develop your critical-thinking and statistical literacy
skills through special features and exercises throughout the text. Interactive online resources offer you extra study assistance and
tutorial support--including step-by-step video solutions--outside of class. The use of graphing calculators, Excel, MINITAB, and
SPSS is covered although not required. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Kaseberg/Cripe/Wildman's respected INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA is known for an informal, interactive style that makes algebra
more accessible to students while maintaining a high level of mathematical accuracy. This new edition introduces two new coauthors, Greg Cripe and Peter Wildman. The three authors have created a new textbook that introduces new pedagogy to teach
students how to be better prepared to succeed in math and then life by strengthening their ability to solve critical-thinking
problems. This text's popularity is attributable to the author's use of guided discovery, explorations, and problem solving, all of
which help students learn new concepts and strengthen their skill retention. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA: CONNECTING CONCEPTS THROUGH APPLICATIONS, shows students how to
apply traditional mathematical skills in real-world contexts. The emphasis on skill building and applications engages students as
they master algebraic concepts, problem solving, and communication skills. Students develop sound mathematical skills by
learning how to solve problems generated from realistic applications, instead of learning techniques without conceptual
understanding. Authors Mark Clark and Cynthia Anfinson have developed several key ideas to make concepts real and vivid for
students. First, the authors place an emphasis on developing strong algebra skills that support the applications, enhancing student
comprehension and developing their problem solving abilities. Second, applications are integrated throughout, drawing on realistic
and numerically appropriate data to show students how to apply math and to understand why they need to know it. These
applications require students to think critically and develop the skills needed to explain and think about the meaning of their
answers. Third, important concepts are developed as students progress through the course and overlapping elementary and
intermediate content in kept to a minimum. Chapter 8 sets the stage for the intermediate material where students explore the
eyeball best-fit approach to modeling and understand the importance of graphs and graphing including graphing by hand. Fourth,
Mark and Cynthia's approach prepares students for a range of courses including college algebra and statistics. In short,
BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA: CONNECTING CONCEPTS THROUGH APPLICATIONS develops strong
mathematical skills using an engaging, application-driven and problem solving-focused approach to algebra. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
UNDERSTANDABLE STATISTICS: CONCEPTS AND METHODS, Eleventh Edition, is a thorough yet accessible program
designed to help readers overcome their apprehensions about statistics. The authors provide clear guidance and informal advice
while showing the links between statistics and the world. To reinforce this approach--and make the material interesting as well as
easier to understand--the book integrates real-life data from a variety of sources, including journals, periodicals, newspapers, and
the Internet. Readers also have opportunities to develop their critical-thinking and statistical literacy skills through special features
and exercises throughout the text. The use of graphing calculators, Excel, MINITAB, and SPSS is covered for those who wish to
learn about these helpful tools. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
This text for the one semester applied or business calculus course uses intriguing real-world applications to engage students'
interest and show them the practical side of calculus. The book's many applications are related to finance, business, and such
general-interest topics as learning curves in airplane production, the age of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Apple and Oracle stock prices,
the distance traveled by sports cars, lives saved by seat belts, and the cost of a congressional victory. The Sixth Edition maintains
the hallmark features that have made APPLIED CALCULUS so popular: contemporary and interesting applications (including
many that are new or updated); careful and effective use of technology, including graphing calculator and spreadsheet coverage;
constant pedagogical reinforcement through section summaries, chapter summaries, annotated examples, and extra practice
problems; Just-in-Time algebra review material; and a variety of exercises and assignment options including Applied Exercises,
Conceptual Exercises, and Explorations and Excursions. This edition also includes new content and features to help students get
up to speed-and succeed-in the course, including a Diagnostic Test, an Algebra Review appendix, marginal notes that make
connections with previous or future discussions, new learning prompts to direct students to examples or to the Algebra Review,
and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
As in previous editions, the focus in PREALGEBRA & INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA, remains on the Aufmann Interactive Method
(AIM). Students are encouraged to be active participants in the classroom and in their own studies as they work through the How
To examples and the paired Examples and You Try It problems. The role of active participant is crucial to success. Presenting
students with worked examples, and then providing them with the opportunity to immediately work similar problems, helps them
build their confidence and eventually master the concepts. To this point, simplicity plays a key factor in the organization of this
edition, as in all other editions. All lessons, exercise sets, tests, and supplements are organized around a carefully-constructed
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hierarchy of objectives. This objective-based approach not only serves the needs of students, in terms of helping them to clearly
organize their thoughts around the content, but instructors as well, as they work to design syllabi, lesson plans, and other
administrative documents. The Second Edition features a new design, enhancing the Aufmann Interactive Method and the
organization of the text around objectives, making the pages easier for both students and instructors to follow. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Clearly written and comprehensive, the tenth edition of Gustafson/Frisk/Hughes' popular book, COLLEGE ALGEBRA, 10E,
provides in-depth and precise coverage, incorporated into a framework of tested teaching strategy. The authors combine carefully
selected pedagogical features and patient explanation to give students a book that preserves the integrity of mathematics, yet
does not discourage them with material that is confusing or too rigorous. Long respected for its ability to help students quickly
master difficult problems, this book also helps them develop the skills they'll need in future courses and in everyday life. This new
edition has the mathematical precision instructors have come to expect, and by bringing in new co-author, Jeff Hughes, the
authors have focused on making the text more modern to better illustrate to students the importance of math in their world.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Learn to think mathematically and develop genuine problem-solving skills with Stewart, Redlin, and Watson's COLLEGE
ALGEBRA, Sixth Edition. This straightforward and easy-to-use algebra book will help you learn the fundamentals of algebra in a
variety of practical ways. The book features new tools to help you succeed, such as learning objectives before each section to
prepare you for what you're about to learn, and a list of formulas and key concepts after each section that help reinforce what
you've learned. In addition, the book includes many real-world examples that show you how mathematics is used to model in fields
like engineering, business, physics, chemistry, and biology. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Mathematical reform is the driving force behind the organization and development of this new college algebra text. The use of
technology, primarily graphing utilities, is assumed throughout the text. The development of each topic proceeds from the concrete
to the abstract and takes full advantage of technology, wherever appropriate. The first major objective of this book is to encourage
students to investigate mathematical ideas and processes graphically and numerically, as well as algebraically. Proceeding in this
way, students gain a broader, deeper, and more useful understanding of a concept or process. Even though concept development
and technology are emphasized, manipulative skills are not ignored, and plenty of opportunities to practice basic skills are present.
A brief look at the table of contents will reveal the importance of the function concept as a unifying theme. The second major
objective of this book is the development of a library of elementary functions, including their important properties and uses. Having
this library of elementary functions as a basic working tool in their mathematical tool boxes, students will be able to move into
calculus with greater confidence and understanding. In addition, a concise review of basic algebraic concepts is included in
Appendix A for easy reference, or systematic review. The third major objective of this book is to give the student substantial
experience in solving and modeling real world problems. Enough applications are included to convince even the most skeptical
student that mathematics is really useful. Most of the applications are simplified versions of actual real-world problems taken from
professional journals and professional books. No specialized experience is required to solve any of the applications.
Intended for students who have a firm background in introductory algebra, this text is appropriate for a one-term course in
intermediate algebra. Intermediate Algebra, Sixth Edition, provides the necessary preparation for any introductory college-level
mathematics course, including courses in college algebra, precalculus, finite mathematics, or brief calculus.
For the modern student like you--Pat McKeague's BASIC MATHEMATICS, 8E--offers concise writing, continuous review, and
contemporary applications to show you how mathematics connects to your modern world. The new edition continues to reflect the
author's passion for teaching mathematics by offering guided practice, review, and reinforcement to help you build skills through
hundreds of new examples and applications. Use the examples, practice exercises, tutorials, videos, and e-Book sections in
Enhanced WebAssign to practice your skills and demonstrate your knowledge. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Help students overcome their apprehension about statistics with Brase and Brase's UNDERSTANDING BASIC STATISTICS. A condensed
and more streamlined version of the same authors' bestselling UNDERSTANDABLE STATISTICS, Eleventh Edition, this book offers
instructors an effective way to teach the essentials of statistics, including early coverage of regression, within a more limited time frame.
Thorough yet abbreviated and offering an accessible exposition, the text helps students realize the real-world significance of statistics. The
Seventh Edition addresses the growing importance of developing students' critical thinking and statistical literacy skills with critical thinking
features and new exercises throughout the text. The use of the graphing calculator, Microsoft Excel, MINITAB, and SPSS is covered but not
required. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This work focuses particularly on content relevant to students. Throughout the text, motivating real-world applications, examples, and
exercises demonstrate how integral mathematical understanding is to student mastery in other disciplines, a variety of occupations, and
everyday situations. A side-by-side format pairing an example with a corresponding practice exercise encourages students to get actively
involved in the mathematical content from the start. Mindstretchers target different levels and types of student understanding in one
comprehensive problem set per section incorporating related investigation, critical thinking, reasoning, and pattern recognition exercises
along with corresponding group work and historical connections. Historical notes give students further evidence that mathematics grew out of
a universal need to find efficient solutions to everyday problems, while practice exercises provide ample opportunity for students to thoroughly
master basic mathematics skills and develop confidence in their understanding.
The Eght Edition of Zumdahl and DeCoste's best-selling INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY: A FOUNDATION that combines enhanced problemsolving structure with substantial pedagogy to enable students to become strong independent problem solvers in the introductory course and
beyond. Capturing student interest through early coverage of chemical reactions, accessible explanations and visualizations, and an
emphasis on everyday applications, the authors explain chemical concepts by starting with the basics, using symbols or diagrams, and
conclude by encouraging students to test their own understanding of the solution. This step-by-step approach has already helped hundreds of
thousands of students master chemical concepts and develop problem-solving skills. The book is known for its focus on conceptual learning
and for the way it motivates students by connecting chemical principles to real-life experiences in chapter-opening discussions and Chemistry
in Focus boxes.The Seventh Edition now adds a questioning pedagogy to in-text examples to help students learn what questions they should
be asking themselves while solving problems, offers a revamped art program to better serve visual learners, and includes a significant
number of revised end-of-chapter questions. The book's unsurpassed teaching and learning resources include a robust technology package
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that now offers a choice between OWL: Online Web Learning and Enhanced WebAssign. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This text for the one- or two-semester applied or business calculus course uses intriguing real-world applications to engage students' interest
and show them the practical side of calculus. The book's many applications are related to finance, business, and such general-interest topics
as learning curves in airplane production, the age of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Apple and Oracle stock prices, the distance traveled by sports
cars, lives saved by seat belts, and the cost of a congressional victory. The Seventh Edition maintains the hallmark features that have made
APPLIED CALCULUS so popular: contemporary and interesting applications (including many that are new or updated); careful and effective
use of technology, including graphing calculator and spreadsheet coverage; constant pedagogical reinforcement through section summaries,
chapter summaries, annotated examples, and extra practice problems; Just-in-Time algebra review material; and a variety of exercises and
assignment options including Applied Exercises, Conceptual Exercises, and Explorations and Excursions. This edition also includes new
content and features to help students get up to speed-and succeed-in the course, including a Diagnostic Test, an Algebra Review appendix,
marginal notes that make connections with previous or future discussions, new learning prompts to direct students to examples or to the
Algebra Review, and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Epidemiology, by award-winning educator and epidemiologist Leon Gordis, is a best-selling introduction to this complex science. Dr. Gordis
leverages his vast experience teaching this subject in the classroom to introduce the basic principles and concepts of epidemiology in a clear,
uniquely memorable way. He guides you from an explanation of the epidemiologic approach to disease and intervention, through the use of
epidemiologic principles to identify the causes of disease, to a discussion of how epidemiology should be used to improve evaluation and
public policy. It’s your best choice for an accessible yet rich understanding of epidemiology! Gain a solid foundation of basic epidemiologic
principles as well as practical applications in public health and clinical practice. Visualize concepts vividly through abundant full-color figures,
graphs, and charts. Check your understanding of essential information with 120 multiple-choice epidemiology self-assessment questions.
Master the latest nuances in epidemiology thanks to a wealth of new and updated illustrations, examples, and epidemiologic data.
Learning trigonometry concepts can be a difficult and frustrating process. The tenth edition of this successful book helps readers gain a
strong understanding of these concepts by discovering how trigonometry is relevant in their lives through rich applications. It follows a right
triangle-first approach and is graphing optional. Readers will find new and updated applications as well as additional exercises and solutions.
Greater emphasis is also placed on relevant applications more than other books in the field. All of this will help readers comprehend and
retain the material.
Accessible to students and flexible for instructors, COLLEGE ALGEBRA, EIGHTH EDITION, incorporates the dynamic link between concepts
and applications to bring mathematics to life. By integrating interactive learning techniques, the Aufmann author team helps students to better
understand concepts, work independently, and obtain greater mathematical fluency. The Eighth Edition also includes technology features to
accommodate courses that allow the option of using graphing calculators. Additional program components that support student success
include tutorial practice, online homework, Live Online Tutoring, and Instructional DVDs. The authors' proven Aufmann Interactive Method
allows students to try a skill as it is presented in example form. This interaction between the examples and Try Exercises serves as a
checkpoint to students as they read the textbook, do their homework, or study a section. In the Eighth Edition, Review Notes are featured
more prominently throughout the text to help students recognize the key prerequisite skills needed to understand new concepts. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Kaseberg/Cripe/Wildman's respected INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA is known for an informal, interactive style that makes algebra more
accessible to students while maintaining a high level of mathematical accuracy. This new edition introduces two new co-authors, Greg Cripe
and Peter Wildman. The three authors have created a new textbook that introduces new pedagogy to teach students how to be better
prepared to succeed in math and then life by strengthening their ability to solve critical-thinking problems. This text's popularity is attributable
to the author's use of guided discovery, explorations, and problem solving, all of which help students learn new concepts and strengthen their
skill retention. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Accessible to students and flexible for instructors, College Trigonometry, Sixth Edition, uses the dynamic link between concepts and
applications to bring mathematics to life. By incorporating interactive learning techniques, the Aufmann team helps students to better
understand concepts, work independently, and obtain greater mathematical fluency. The text also includes technology features to
accommodate courses that allow the option of using graphing calculators. Additional program components that support student success
include Eduspace tutorial practice, online homework, SMARTHINKING Live Online Tutoring, and Instructional DVDs.The authors' proven
Aufmann Interactive Method allows students to try a skill as it is presented in example form. This interaction between the examples and Try
Exercises serves as a checkpoint to students as they read the textbook, do their homework, or study a section. In the Sixth Edition, Review
Notes are featured more prominently throughout the text to help students recognize the key prerequisite skills needed to understand new
concepts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Every New Copy of Precalculus: A Functional Approach to Graphing and Problem Solving Includes Access to the Student Companion
Website! Precalculus: A Functional Approach to Graphing and Problem Solving prepares students for the concepts and applications they will
encounter in future calculus courses. In far too many texts, process is stressed over insight and understanding, and students move on to
calculus ill equipped to think conceptually about its essential ideas. This text provides sound development of the important mathematical
underpinnings of calculus, stimulating problems and exercises, and a well-developed, engaging pedagogy. Students will leave with a clear
understanding of what lies ahead in their future calculus courses. Instructors will find that Smith's straightforward, student-friendly
presentation provides exactly what they have been looking for in a text!
The Eighth Edition of Zumdahl and DeCoste's best-selling INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY: A FOUNDATION combines enhanced problemsolving structure with substantial pedagogy to enable students to become strong independent problem solvers in the introductory course and
beyond. Capturing student interest through early coverage of chemical reactions, accessible explanations and visualizations, and an
emphasis on everyday applications, the authors explain chemical concepts by starting with the basics, using symbols or diagrams, and
conclude by encouraging students to test their own understanding of the solution. This step-by-step approach has already helped hundreds of
thousands of students master chemical concepts and develop problem-solving skills. The book is known for its focus on conceptual learning
and for the way it motivates students by connecting chemical principles to real-life experiences in chapter-opening discussions and Chemistry
in Focus boxes. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA offers a practical approach to the study of beginning algebra concepts, consistent with the needs of today's
student. The authors place special emphasis on the worked examples in each section, treating them as the primary means of instruction,
since students rely so heavily on examples to complete assignments. Many of the applications (both within the examples and exercises) are
also uniquely designed so that students have an experience that is more true to life--students must read information as it appears in headline
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news sources and extract only the relevant information needed to solve a stated problem. This promotes the text's focus on developing better
study habits, problem solving and critical thinking skills along with orienting students to think and reason mathematically. Through Elementary
Algebra, students will not only be better prepared for future math courses, they will be better prepared to solve problems and answer
questions they encounter in their own lives. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Intermediate Algebra offers a practical approach to the study of intermediate algebra concepts, consistent with the needs of today's student.
The authors help students to develop a solid understanding of functions by revisiting key topics related to functions throughout the text. They
put special emphasis on the worked examples in each section, treating them as the primary means of instruction, since students rely so
heavily on examples to complete assignments. The applications (both within the examples and exercises) are also uniquely designed so that
students have an experience that is more true to life--students must read information as it appears in headline news sources and extract only
the relevant information needed to solve a stated problem. The unique pedagogy in the text focuses on promoting better study habits and
critical thinking skills along with orienting students to think and reason mathematically. Through Intermediate Algebra, students will not only
be better prepared for future math courses, they will be better prepared to solve problems and answer questions they encounter in their own
lives. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
College TrigonometryCengage Learning
This best selling author team explains concepts simply and clearly, without glossing over difficult points. Problem solving and mathematical
modeling are introduced early and reinforced throughout, providing students with a solid foundation in the principles of mathematical thinking.
Comprehensive and evenly paced, the book provides complete coverage of the function concept, and integrates a significant amount of
graphing calculator material to help students develop insight into mathematical ideas. The authors' attention to detail and clarity, the same as
found in James Stewart's market-leading Calculus text, is what makes this text the market leader. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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